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The LANDSAT program: past, present end future.
Man's knowledge of the natural resources at his disposal is
somewhat limited, and it is even more so in the context of un-
controlled consumption of these same resources over a long period
of time. The capacity for a sound management and conservation of
the resources from which humpn-existence depends is restricted to the
application of a few major decisions.
G
In this regard, the LANDSAT program represents a major asset: it
entails the fusion of space technology's satellite observations with /1¢
the inventory and management of the earth's resources. Five years
after the introduction of this multidisciplinary experiment, conducted
i
on a worldwide scale, it can be pointed out without qualifications
ri	 that the results transmitted on a continuous basis by the two satellites	 R
have surpassed ever imaginable expectations demonstrating at 'the same 	 i4
time that the new system is well integrated with the traditional,means
of gathering information.
The fact that LANDSAT is capable of gathering information all
over the earth has stimulated the interest of the international
community: 130 different nations, whether through private firms or
government agencies, have acquired LANDSAT'data. Together with the
several specialized agencies within the United Nations, over 50 nations
have undertaken studies and research in collaboration with NASA in
the multiple applications that the program allows
E Future NASA programs include the launching of a third LANDSAT
by the end of 1977. The fourth LANDSAT will be orbited in 1981. 	 -146
Other nations in possessions of a well—advanced space tec-.axiology
i
1
1
I
such as the Soviet Unions Canadav Japan and India, with the
eventual addition of Europe with the activities of the European
Space Agencyq are planning to launch their own satellites with
multispectral ftailag.
At the same time, the development of a network of land stations
will allow for the use of 1012 such stations by the end of the de-
cade, capable of receiving information by satellites regarding the
earth's resources. (1).
THE POSSIBILITY OF CREATING A GLOBAL SYSTEM OF OBSERVATION OF
}	 THE EARTH OF THE OPERATIONAL TYPE'.P'
i
Of all the satellite systems so far launchedq LANDSAT, even while
r
in the experimental stagesq has demonstrated a capacity to provide 147	 !
benefits to mankindq in that it represents an invaluable aid to both
the developed and underdeveloped nations. (1).
a
(1) Together with Zaire and Iran, Norway, Ven:ezuelaq Thailand f Japan	 l
and India are also interested in building receiving; stations. For her part,
Australia will be building a. station at Alice Springs.
I	 ^	 s
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(1) SID The United Nations Agency for International Development- has
successfully applied LAIdDSAT data to agTioultural projects and land
planning in some developing countries.
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In this context, the concern of those interested in the further
development of management resources regarding the position of the
United States on the future of satellite observations of the earth
on a global scale in well founded; in other words, the auestion is
being raised as to when, if at all t the experimental status of LANDSAT
will be raised to a fully operational one as in the case with tele—
communication satellites.
A fully operational system of observation of the earth's resources
would be viewed with favor due to the substantial benefits that it ^4,9
may bring to the international community. If apprQvedq this new system
may be managed either by the United States or by an international a-
gency (as in the case of INTELSAT'for telecommunications).
There is a third possibility whereby the United States may decide
not to follow through with the program, either under an experimental
or an operational basis, after the launching of LPNDSA,T—C (t: ,le third
satellite in.the series). This may leedq in -turn, to the formation of
a new agency, whether it be national, regional, or Clobal in scope, for
the express purpose of earth observations. In this case, this new
organization will be forced to rely on the United States for satellite
launohings in the immediate futureq as that nation is the only one
presently capable of carrying out such a tasle.
The positive results so far obtainedq a:r.d the fact that a. date has
already been fixed for the launching of the third satellites bring
a note of optimism with regard to the chances that 'the United States
4-4.	 TU	 0 M	 4-1-
will con nue	 V Juiu .11 JJ.L- W O .L r"114 9	 is Zn Q.V
POSSIBILITIES FOR ITALY*
It has been pointed out how Italy, through the EARTH project of
^ , I
11
xTelespazio, is heavily involved in the LAT?DSA1^ program. An
understanding of the fact that the new methodologies
	 of satel-
lite observations together with the electronic systems in use
` for the collection of data have led to a new approach in the
management of the environment, has in turn brought to realization
the first automatic LA7vDSAT data reception an.6. interpretation
center in Europe, at Fucino. Compared to the systems implemented
in the United States, Canada and Drazil, the, Italian one must'
be considered of the "second generation" in that, through the
latest technological innovations, objectives so far unobtainable
	 50
even in the "pioneer countries"can be achieved
	
These objectives
are: the speed with which data is obtained, and the possibility
that the utilizer may interact directly with the system in order
to obtain the desired results.
" There has been great interest in Italy concerning h-br participation r
in this multinational- and multidisciplinary program. The new ex— ^
periences generated by this sector, and in conjunction with other
means of obtaining information, opens the road toward new possibilities,
:. among which is increased aid to the developing; nations.
t
Ni rthermore, if as expected the number of receiving stations
is to increase over the next few years, our country will become part 	 1151
of a, global network	 which, by avoiding overlapping of the areas co— ;^	 k4
vered by individual stations, will lead to coverage of the entire earth.
.Finally, cooperation on an interdisciplinary basis will lead to
the solution of problems that are vital both to Italy and to the inter-
national community.
OBSERVATIONS_.
The international interest that has arisen from the LANMT
Yexperiment is valid, as we have noted, not merely for its various
possible applications but for its connection to -the institution
of an operational system of observing;-the earih's resources.
It was pointed out during the World Conference on :. utrition
that took place in Rome in 1974 that the LAITI)SAT data used in
the LACIE program (see Part 1- Chapter 4- Par. 4-1, p.68),for
the determination and the forecasting of harvests, provided a
	 152
major contribution to the creation of a system that would insure
a more equitable and efficient distribution of food at the disposal
of those nations in need.
It is evident that no one is interested, nor is it expected,i'	
in halting the LAifDSAT program. Still, it ; would be advisable to
take note of the criticism voiced by a fe=,; nations regarding national
security and possible economic exploitation so that it may be estab-
lished whether these eomnlaints are of a purely political nature or
if they in fact steal from the possibility of deteriorating strattMic
positions.
x
There is concern on the part of both developed nations such as
Canada, France and -the Soviet Union and some nations still in the
developing stages that the satellite, by openly distributing its
	 1153
information, may reveal the military assets of a n^°L-ion Y thereby
hampering its national security, along with the extent of its na-
tural resources,_ with conser-uent economic damn.,-es.
In the first instance, even if t%e power of future LA.flDSATs
i
will b<<- increased -to allow for further scientific a` nlica-tioms,
	 it
is not expected to be so high as to permit, for exc.mple, the identifica-
tion of troop movements. In order to _accomplish the above, the satel-
lite would have to orbit at such a loi, orbit that it ;could loose its-
scanning ability over vr=st ^rcas and, eo bs> enuently, its major use
(the observation of areas l.arFer than those by means of aircraft,
missile or st rat ospheric baloon). It is true that LA!aDSAT data may
be used for strategic pilrposes such as cartography, control of road
construction, location of airports and military Lastallat ions.
i..
i`
In the second case, °the one re-,1x ink economic ramifications,
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the followinC may take place: a) a foreign mining company locates,
by mea..n.s of an -,n,ljsis of LAS: pSAT information areas where it may
be possible tn,uAcover natural resources of which the country sur-
veyed is not aware, thereby renuesting mining rights both directly,
and through a, local subsidiary. The profits would go to a forei,m
company, ITith economic dama^es paid to the nation owning; the land.
( In this case it should be remembered that -the host nation has many
means at its disposal to control the activities of a forei.^:n company,
including, e_•.propriation); b) - a nation tries to raise the price of
.a 	 that it cultivates, on the international market + by su,^ —ostinm
that the said product was subject to a poor harvest, whereas in reality
it was not: if other countries had at their disposal LA DSAT infor- /155
mation on that country, the latter would find it difficult to raise
prices.
At the same time, one could give the example of ii. nation anxious
to develop its industry that purposely avoids enforcement of anti-
pollution regulations, thereby d:pmaging the adjacent country. The
latter, by utilizing LA.1TDSAT informationg may be a.ale to identify the
source of the ?pollution and reruest the payment for damages by the
polluting n:a^tion
In both cases, the interaationa.l benef'itsdcriv:i.n,M from the pro -
blem are evident, as compared to any national benefitc. If use of the
dat;n. may cause short term da.ma7es to one country, an accurate accoult
in{ of h^:,rvests and pollution control may render greater a,dvanta es to
humani Sy in the lor_ ; run, i f -the ,:aaF	 - _	 combat food ohorta!- e -:;onZti are to c g ^ 	 w
and insure that the environment is properly safe;^ur,rd.ed
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Therefore, in -the final analysis, until the United 'L,tes- 	 156
in conformity with the task it Inez assumed regarding; the distri-
bution of the data acouired to all, as sanctioned bar the "Freedom
of Information Act" will manage the satellites 'or earth resource.,
the principle of free distribution of all information gathered
should continue to take place in the interest of the inte:on,:tiona,l
community.
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